Right ventricle functional assessment: have new techniques supplanted the old faithful conductance catheter?
This review explores the historical development of conductance catheterization of the human right ventricle (RV) and its current diagnostic role in assessing RV function in an era of contemporary noninvasive imaging. Significant advances in echocardiography, cardiothoracic computed tomography, and cardiac magnetic resonance in the last decade have led a paradigm shift away from invasive hemodynamic assessment toward noninvasive measurement of RV function. However, imaging modalities are not without some disadvantages. For example, they do not provide the beat-to-beat pressure-volume assessment that is obtained by conductance catheterization, which is still arguably the gold standard for measuring cardiac performance. Right heart catheterization remains an integral part of the assessment of patients with RV dysfunction, and a burgeoning interest in early RV insufficiency in a range of cardiopulmonary diseases has brought the detailed interrogation of RV function back into focus. Although conductance volume assessment of the RV is more limited than the left ventricle, the scope for improving the understanding of RV adaptation to pulmonary and valvular pathologies and RV myocardial disease by using a conductance catheter still exists. We review the up-to-date functional applications of echocardiography and computed tomography/cardiac magnetic resonance to assess the RV and illustrate the potential of contemporary conductance catheter techniques to complement noninvasive imaging in the assessment of RV function.